Hello, It’s my pleasure to introduce myself.. Well, I am Divya Mangla. I
have been raised in most beautiful town ‘Sundernagar’ of the Land Of
Gods - Himachal Pradesh (India).
I am the CEO of AD Production House Mumbai-A platform for people to
learn, improve and ignite positive change within themselves and the
global community.
I am ORIGINALLY FROM the Himachal Pradesh and I currently live in
Shimla and Mumbai . I have done Bachelors in Pharmaceutical Sciences.
I have been crowned as Miss Polytechnic in 1994 and winner of Winter
Queen Crown 1998 in an international winter Carnival held at Manali by
The State Govt. I was a Finalist in Star Siya Ram MISS INDIA 1998, and
Crown winner of Miss Himachal 2000. After a long gap of 18 years I
won the title Super Mom of Punjab2019, Mrs. Iconic

Personality Model of the year 2019, won Golden Global Award and
the crown of Mrs. India 2019 in Mumbai thereafter I have also been
crowned as Mrs. South Asia Universe 2020 by Mrs. Universe Ltd.
Bulgaria. I have also been awarded by the All India Artist Association
of Mumbai and have received many other awards. I have also acted as
the main cast in two Short Films which are yet to be released.
My passion is modelling, catwalks, dancing, singing and acting. I love to
spend my free time working for social welfare and helping to empower
women and backward classes of the society. I also actively contribute
towards tree plantations and environment protection.
My biggest strengths are my attitude that I like to take challenges and
that I CAN do it, and my way of thinking that I take both successes and
failure in a balanced manner. I don’t like to say ‘weakness’ but I like to
say ‘scope of improvement’ because I believe one can always grow and
improve themselves. I believe in myself and my hard work and I strive for
perfection in everything. My belief is that beauty lies inside the soul of
the person and a beautiful soul can impact the whole world and spread
positive radiance. I feel that beauty lies inside every individual and it is
only waiting to be uncovered.
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